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Sales Revenue
M€

Document Process
Automation*
Fax Server
Host Access
Total

Q1 2008
M€

Q1 2007
M€
3.64

3.61

Q1 2008/Q1 2007
Growth**
+8%

1.35
0.69

1.63
1.18

-7%
-36%

5.68

6.42

-4%

*Includes Esker DeliveryWare, Esker on Demand and FlyDoc
** Growth expressed with no currency effect: 2007 exchange rates applied to 2006 figures
Strong Performance for On Demand Solutions
The On Demand solutions and services (FlyDoc and Esker on Demand) achieved excellent performance during the
first quarter of 2008 with a 78% increase in comparison with the first quarter of 2007. This marked an important
strategic milestone for Esker, as Software as a Service revenue represented almost 25% of overall quarterly revenue.

Growth of On Premise Solutions Slowed
Performance of the On Premise solutions was affected by the economic uncertainty that produced an earlier
slowdown of business in the USA and has expanded throughout Europe during this quarter. In March, some
customers decided to postpone investment decisions regarding significant document process automation projects.
Both Europe and the USA experienced a 4% decrease in revenue during this quarter as a consequence of a weaker
dynamic for the On Premise solutions.

2008 Outlook
For the first time since the first quarter of 2005, Esker is showing a quarterly revenue decrease. However, April of
2008 has resulted in a significant increase of activity. This, in combination with a record-high sales pipeline (47%
increase compared with March 31, 2007) allows Esker to anticipate growth during the second quarter of 2008. The
second half of 2008 will be accelerated by the launch of a new Esker DeliveryWare release, featuring capabilities
enabling customers to automate Account Payable processes, and allowing the company to expect continued growth.

Despite the encouraging outlook for the remainder of 2008, the weak dollar as well as the continuing uncertainty of
the economy - force Esker to slow down the aggressive investment plan that was launched two years ago. This
(continued)

cautious decision will allow Esker to reinvest significantly again when economic stability returns.

About Esker
Esker is a recognized leader in helping organizations eliminate manual processes, gain process visibility and control, and
reduce the use of paper by automating the flow of documents into, within and out of the organization. With patented
document delivery automation software and hosted document delivery services, Esker offers a total solution to automate
every phase and every type of business information exchange. Customers achieve significant and immediate operational
efficiencies, cost savings and measurable ROI in as little as three to six months. Founded in 1985, Esker operates
globally with more than 80,000 customers and millions of licensed users worldwide. Esker has global headquarters in
Lyon, France and U.S. headquarters in Madison, Wisconsin. For more information, visit www.esker.com.
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